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INTERESTING FACTS
STUDENT VOLUNTEER GA. TECH WINS FROM
TIGER FOOTBALL HISTORY REVEALS
SOME GREAT TEAMS AT CLEMSON
ABOUT CLEMSON CONFERENCE SUGCES CLEMSON BASIETEERS
Many Championship Teams
Since
Football Was Inaugurated At Tigertown In 1896—Many Stars
Have Come And Gone
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Covering a span of 28 seasons
since intercollegiate football was
first introduced at Clemson in 1896,
the gridiron history of the Clemson
Tigers shows that they have played
201 varsity games, winning 107
tying 17, and losing 77.
Furman was the first team ever
played by Clemson in football and
also was the last team met in the
season just past. In 1896 the first
game was a 14 to 6 victory for the
Tigers over the Hornets, and in the
last game of the 1923 season was
a 7 to 6 victory for the Tigers over
the Hornets, being more widely
known now as the Purple Hurricane.
Football, which is now so tremendously popular all over the
United States, was introduced at
Clemson by Dr. W. M. Riggs, the
present president of the college who
was then an instructor in electrical
engineering.
Dr. Riggs came to
Clemson from Auburn where he had
played on the team of that institution.
He roused interest in the
sport here and coached the first
team, also assisting in the coaching
of several later teams. The gridiron
game in those days was not so
scientific as it is today but was
terrifically fierce, requiring the utmost in courage and brute force
from every participant.
Clemson's first eleven played
three games, defeating Furman and
Wofford and being defeated by Carolina. Increasing their schedule to
four games in 1897, the Tigers
entered upon their second season,
playing four games, defeating Carolina and Charlotte Y. M. C. A., and
losing to Georgia and North Carolina.
The season was better in
1898,
Bingham,
Carolina,
and
Georgia Tech all being defeated
while Georgia inflicted the only setback of the year to Clemson.
The stride which carried Clemson
to the pinnacle of Southern football began to develop in 1899. This
season saw the Tigers win their
first four straight games from
Georgia Tech, North Carolina State,
Carolina, and Davidson.
However
the last two games were lost to
Georgia and Auburn.
The golden period of Clemson
football began in 1900 and extended
from that year through 1906. The
first year of this golden period wa3
indeed the golden season, for in
1900 the greatest Clemson eleven
of history, coached by the famous
Johnny Heisman and led by Captain
Norman Walker, a huge man of 198
pounds weight and 6 ft. 3 in.
height, carried the cause of old
Clemson through the season without
a single blot upon its escutcheon.
This is the only season the Jungaleers have ever gone through with
every game resulting in a Tiger
victory. In 1906 the team had an(Continued on page six)

CLEMSON MOURNS
BELOVED CADET
Students and Professors Are Palled
With Grief at the Death of James
H. Alexander—Very Popular Senior Dies at Home in Walhalla.
As a distinct shock to Clemson
students and professors came news
of the death of James H. Alexander,
one of the most popular members
of the senior class and a native of
Walhalla, who died at his father's
home in Walhalla on Christmas day.
Funeral services were held Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock
from his parents' home. The officiating ministers were Rev. John McSween, pastor of the Presbyterian
church at Clemson; the Rev. Mr.
Zachary,
pastor of the Clemson
(Continued on page four)

Bulletin Of Pep Is Issued From Clemson College Has 10 RepresenPresident's Office-Some Statistics ...tives At Conference Held In
Tndianopolis During Holidays
That Are Interesting To Students,
Alumni, And Parents
To tell the whole truth concernThe general public is not ac- ing the ninth International QuadVolunteer
Conquainted with the many duties and rennial Student
functions of Clemson except to a ference which convened in Indianavery limited extent. The directors apolis, Indaina, December, 28th
of Clemson College have recently through January 2, 1924, would be
published a bulletin which enumer- impossible.
There was something
ates and explains the many different about the Conference that no one
phases of work carried on at Clem- can describe. Only those who go
son, and which shows the advan- know what it is.
tages of Clemson to a boy who is
About 7,000 delegates, representcontemplating a practical college ing some 51 nations, were present
education.
This bulletin will re- at this great Conference.
Every
move any doubt in the minds of state in the union was represented
those who do not fully understand by 100 delegates or more. Through
the purpose and the results for Cadle Tabernacle, the place of the
which Clemson College is striving. general assemblies, placards could
The contents of this bulletin, be seen designating the seating secwhich are self-explaining, are as fol- tions for the various states. This
lows:
one fact is enough to indicate to
some extent the vast expanse of the
1.
Property and Activities.
(a)
Clemson's property was Conference. The problems discussed
(Continued on page five)
(Continued on page five)

THIS ISSUE OF THE TIGER
IS DEDICATED TO

Tiger Basketeers Lose First Contest
—Show Hard Fight and Promise
Better Things Later—Wertz and
Colbert Play Good Game.

The Tigers opened their 19 24
basketball season Saturday
night
with Georgia Tech furnishing opposition, and the opposition furnished by the Yellowjackets was so
formidable that Clemson was defeated 48 to 13.
Good playing,
smooth team-work, and unusual success in caging shots at the goal
marked the performance of the visitors, and Bud Saunder's boys found
themselves rather outclassed; but
the Jungaleers fought and tried
hard from first to last, showing
promise of great improvement with
practice, though they are an undeveloped machine as yet.
Exceptionally clean playing thruout marked the contest. Only seven fouls were called on Clemson
and four on Tech. No player was
removed for accumulating excessive
personal fouls.
At the beginning of the game the
visitors took the lead, scoring five
points before the Tigers tallied, and
staying ahead all through the game.
At the end of the first half the
count was 21 to 5.
Bates and Matheson proved to
be an arsenic combination at forwards, both being highly successful
in their attempted shots.
Bates
scoring 11 points and Matheson 17.
Captain Roane, though scheduled to
guard, spent most of his time down
the floor and caged seven field
goals for a total of 14 points. Malone played a good defensive game.
J. B. Wertz. played an excellent
game at center for Clemson and was
the Tiger's leading point-maker, his
shots accounting for six tallies.
"Pinky" Colbert played a fine game
at guard and in addition scored five
points.
Line-up
Clemson 13
Bunch
Roy
Wertz (6)
Colbert (5)
Garrison

<■*"

Ga. Tech 48
R. F.
Bates (11)
L. F.
Matheson (17)
C.
Eckford (6)
R. G.
Roane (14)
L. G.
Malone

Substitutions: Clemson, Cox for
Bunch, Klugh (2) for Roy, Roy for
Klugh.
Tech,
Wilde
for Bates,
Bates for Wilde, Hall for Bates.
Referee, May
tural College.)

JAMES HENRY ALEXANDER
BORN
DECEMBER 16, 1902
DIED
DECEMBER 25, 1923

"A
A

true
good

friend—
soldier."

(Oregon

Agricul-

C.A.C
Miss Edith Mills after spending
the holidays with her parents, Dr.
and Mrs. Mills, left Sunday to resume her school duties at Clinton,
S. C.
C.A.C. ■
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Furman left
Sunday for a stay of several
months in Florida.
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back so soon, but she will be much men as Day are few and far between thoroughfare, struck high 'C Holdprouder to see you in June if you nevertheless, by perfecting the co- ing is as long as he could, and
are victorious, than she will be to ordination of the whole team we thereby pleasing his physician, who
see you in February a failure. May- may feel safe in saying that things was treating him for his throat
CLEMSON COLLEGE, 8. C
be she is willing to be yours some- are far from dim.
In glancing trouble.
BY THE COMMUNITY I
day
so
why
not
strive
to
pave
an
back at our first game we do not
"I'll let no church tenor outdo
Founded by the Class of '07
FOR THE COMMUNITY!
easier road for both yourself and feel inclined to be pesimistic as re- me was Caruso's final word as he
Published weekly by the Corps of
ONE -HUNDRED PERCENT
she. Show her you love her by do- gards the remainder of the present raised his arm in adieu."
Cadets of Clemson College.
FOR THE TIGERS AND
ing that which will make her happy season . Not only has Tech played
Funeral services for Mr. Miller
Official Organ of the Clemson AthTIGERTOWN!
as well as proud of you.
several games prior to coming here, were held at St. Thomas's Church
letic Association and the Clemson
CADETS
ALWAYS WELCOME.
What about your mother? With- but she has a team that has func- in N. Y. where he had been tenor
Alumni Association.
CHECKS CASHED.
out doubt she was glad to have you tioned together for four consecutive soloist for a long time.
A large
FULL LINE OF
back home again and in a way might years. This alone was an advantage number of famous musicians attendSubscription Rates
CANDIES,
have hated to see you come back. which worked strongly in her favor. ed his funeral services
—E. H. H.
Nine Months (weekly)
$1.50 But in her heart she was as proud
FRUTT8,
As a means of creating interest
Six Month* (weekly)
f 1.00 of you as could be. She believes
TOBACCOS,
-C.A.C.
in the mid-winter sport we call your
Average Circulation 1700.
SHOES,
that you will succeed; she knows attention to the schedule for the CLEMSON
MOURNS
SWEATERS,
Entered as Second Class Matter at you can and is constantly praying remainder of the season.
BELOVED CADET
UNDERWEAR.
tk« Poat Office at Clemson College, that you will. Nothing will please Jan. 11 University of Georgia at
Drop in to see us. We appreciate
Seuth Carolina.
her more than your success, nothing
(Continued from page 1)
Clemson.
Your trade.
E. H. HALL
Editor-lnnChier will hurt her more than your fail- Jan. 12 Spartanburg Y. M. C. A. in Episcopal Church; and Rev. Jas. AlSpartanburg.
A. B. FITZGERALD
Bus. Mgr. ure. She is making some of the
exander, the deceased young man's
E. L. SMITH
Associate Ed. greatest sacrifices for you, so why Jan. 16 University of Georgia in uncle. Six Clemson students acted
Athens.
D. C. AYERS
Associate Ed. not at least show your appreciation
as pallbearers.
They are: R. S.
BUS
Jan. 19 Carolina at Clemson.
E. G. PARKER
Athletic Ed. for them.
Stribling, R. S. Martin, A. K. Carta a i i ■
How about Father? He may not Jan. 2 2 Furman at Clemson.
J. M. LONGLEY
_ Asso. Ath. Ed.
wright, J. J. Norton, J. A. Todd, and
H B
W. W. BRYAN
Asso. Ath. Ed. say very much, but you know that Jan. 2 3 P. C. at Clemson.
F. V. Strother. Taps, the soldier's
C. C. GARRISON
Alumni Ed. he is also interested in you. Who Jan. 31 N. C. State at Clemson.
requiem was played by two buglers,
J. C. SHIVER
_
Locals will take his place when he's gone? Feb. 1 Newberry at Newberry.
Roderick Heller and L A. Seaborn. a
S. W. HENRY
Y. M. C. A. Ed. Are you prepared for the task that Feb. 2 P. C. at Clinton.
The burial took place at Westview
W. H. MOORE
Joke Ed. lies before you? Father, in most Feb. 8 Georgia Tech in Atlanta.
cemetery in Walhalla. As an added
T. L. JEFFRIES
Asso. Joke Ed. cases, is giving his time and money Feb. 13 University of Ky. in Lexing tribute of respect all places of busithat you may receive an education.
ton.
Circulation Department
WE HAVE
ness in Walhalla were closed on
J. E. ROSS
Circulation Mgr. So let's d D that which will make us Feb. 14 Georgetown
A large
College
in Wednesday afternoon.
W. C. HUFFMAN
Asso. Cir. Mgr. better citizens, and that which will
number of Clemson students and
Georgetown, Ky.
H. B. FLOWERS
Aso. Cir. Mgr. make him feel that his hopes were Feb. 15 Maryville at Maryville Tenn. members of the Clemson faculty atnot in vain.
tended the funeral with over a
Feb. 16 Tennessee at Knoxville.
There are boys back home who Feb. 22 Newberry at Clemson.
thousand Walhalla people.
are watching with eager eyes to see Feb. 26 Furman in Greenville.
The deceased is survived by his
what you will do at Clemson. Some
In addition to the above schedule father, R. H. Alexander, treasurer
of them say that "if he succeeds 1 we hope to land a game with the of Oconee County, his mother, and
of
OUR PRESENT DUTY
can too;" some of them say "if he University of Florida which is to be four brothers and four sisters.
The members of his class and the
fails there's no use for me to try." played on the local floor. It is alLoose Leaf Note Books
Boys, at last we have returned Then there are some who said when so anticipated that arrangements whole cadet corps is filled with
to our work, after a few days of you entered Clemson, that you can be made for two Barnes with grief at the loss of such a brother
Lef ax Note Books
"frolicking" and rest from our would fail, so let's show them dif- Wofford, one to be played here and and a friend as we had in James
books. Some of us have returned ferent.
the other to be played in Spartan- Alexander. Known to everybody at
Note Book Fillers
with glad hearts, while many seem
—J. M. L. Clemson as "Alec," he had that
Is there any reason on earth why burg.
to be downhearted about something we shouldn't love Clemson? Absofriendly and kindly disposition that
Clemson Jewelry
C.A.C.
won for him a host of friends and
—must be because we hated to lutely none, some of us may think
leave that sweet little girl or maybe that we are not getting a square REER MILLER DIES
admirers whenever he went.
His
Pennants
we are afraid we'll miss those "big deal, but did you ever stop to think
AT HOME IN N. Y. popularity is shown by the honors
dinners,"
bestowed upon him and the responPillow Covers
1
where the fault lies? If we do our
Anyhow, in whatever condition duty in every way we are sure of a Famous Tenor Dies At Home In sibilities that rested with him.
Stationery
New York—Was Old Clemson "Alec" was captain of the Machine
we find ourselves, we should begin square deal, and we know that no
Gun
Company,
secretary
and
treasMan And Native Of South Carowork with a strong determination one is mistreated who does his duty,
Fountain Pens
lina—Member Of First Clemson urer of the senior class, president
to succeed in every phase of our there isn't a better college in the
of the Oconee county club, president
Glee Club
work; and above all to forget about state than Clemson—no place where
Cameras
Reed Miller, one of the greatest of the Student Chapter American
the few pleasures we had at home we will find a better spirit. Let's
Society
Civil
Engineers,
and
viceduring the holidays, and instead remember that Clemson is our Col- tenors that South Carolina has ever
Photographic Supplies
think of the greater pleasures and lege. Let's love her, serve her, be produced, and a famous man who president of the Calhoun Literary
the benefits that we will receive in patriotic and above all see that never forgot his native state, died at Society. He was an active member
Norris Candies
later life by applying our time and she not only keeps her good name, his home on West Sixty-seventh of the Methodist Church at Clemenergy to our present duties.
but help build her up so that she Street in New York City Dec. 3 0, son and a Christian gentleman.
Eversharp Pencils
"Alec" had been in poor health
1923.
Think about it boys, examina- may have a better one.
Thousands of audiences have lis- since the session began last fall, but
tions begin in a few days. Are we
Sc let's "buckle down" to it and
tened
with pleasure to his wonderful would not give in to his illness unprepared to meet them? Most of us do our best on examinations. Never
til about two months ago when he
are, some of you are not, and a few say "I can't" but try it—maybe we singing, but Reed Miller was never
had to go home. He was taken to
so
happy
as
when
singing
to
a
don't care—just seen: to ■ want to can. A few of us may have to go
a famous specialist in a Baltimore
South
Carolina
audience.
Many
"flunk" in order to go home. The home because we fail, but let's do
hospital for treatment and had been
first class will receive the glory; the our very best. Then if we do have Clemson boys will remember with
back at home only abous ten days
pleasure
hearing
him
sing
on
the
second class need encouragement, to go, no one can say that we didn't
of his felRedpath Chatauqua course some when he died. A group
and by applying themselves while try.
low students had gone fo lee James
years
ago.
Mr.
Miller's
native
town
they say "That where there is a will
Stick to it—never give up.
only a couple of days before the
is Laurens, S. C.
there's a way," they will also find
—H. L C.
Christmas holidays began and reReed Miller was at Clemson about
themselves in the victorious squad,
C.A.C.
ported "Alec" cheerful and optithe last class is the one to be pitied BASKET BALL SQUAD SHOWS 1895 and 1896, and was a member
mistic like he has always been. All
—they need to see things as they
DECIDED IMPROVEMENT FRE- of the first glee club, singing in the the college had been anxious about
really are. They surely don't realQUENT CHANGES IN COMPOSI- male quartet as second tenor. He his condition thruout his period of
ize that now is the t'me to make
TION OF TEAM BEING MADE is in the pucture of the first glee illness and hopes were once high
The Rexall Druggist
every moment pay. How can they
IN ORDER TO DETERMINE THE club which picture is in the Y. M. C. that James was on the "oad to relet such precious privileges pass?
BEST
COMBINATION —TECH A. building.
covery.
An interesting story is told of Mr.
They surely have never thought of
GAME NOT A FAIR TEST OF
Thus goes out of our lives one
Miller's first meeting with the late
opportunity as a horse, saddled,
TIGER'S TRUE STRENGTH
of the truest friends we ever had,
Enrico Caruso about seven years
bridled, and without a rider, galand one of the noblest
With his
loping to their door for one time
With each succesive day the Ti- ago.
loved ones we kneel at his shrine sB 3H 9
He was walking along Seventh
and one only. It is a certain fact ger basket ball squad is making
and mourn a friend and brother a-t'
that opportunity comes to a man more progress toward rounding into Avenue, and when he came near
true as gold. He played well his
but one time, so why shouldn't we the form which has heretofore been Fifty-fifth Street he saw Caruso
part as a man, he was faithful to
grasp with willing hasds the one characteristic of Clemson's cagers. walking with his throat specialist.
his trust and the memory of a friend
and only chance we will ever have. The season being yet in its infancy, The physician was acquainted with
will live with us and inspire us that
Think it over boys, and for your nothing definite can be said at to Mr. Miller and introduced him to
we may play our part as he did—
own sake, if for no other reason, the actual strength o2 the 1924 Caruso.
like men.
E. H. H.
"So you're the Mr. Miller who
decide to stick it out, and be a real quintet.
Every day the coaches
We Serve Regular Meals,
C.A.C.
Tiger with the same old Tiger are trying out new combinations in Sings 'The Messiah'? asked Caruso.
Mrs. James Marks, of PhiladelPies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
"Let me hear how it goes.'
Spirit that we see in men who have the hope of finding a team that wiii
, phia, Pa. is visiting her daughter.
ary/
Thereupon,
according
to
the
storjy
gone before us.
Ice Cream,
work to the best advantage for a
Mrs. L. H. Doane.
Wasn't your girl proud of you successful season. The success of Mr. Miller sang a few bars from tl:
Ice
Cold Milks,
-when you went home—proud be- the present squad seems to hinge portion "Every valley shall be
Miss Marie Burley of Seneca, is
Soft Drinks,
cause you
were a Clemson boy? around the ability of the men to alted."
/
visiting her brother, Mr. B. B
"I can't do that
Caruso cq/n- Burley.
Didn't she show an interest in you? work together.
Fruits and Candies,
A comparison of the prospects mented when the last note had d'ed
Would she believe that you are in
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
Maner Martin left Saturday for
idanger of "flunking?" Of course, for this year with the outstanding away 'but I can do this."
And the opera singer, disregird- Akron, Ohio, after visiting his home
past
season
is
impossible
at
the
she
was
glad
to
see
you
and
might
;
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT
True it is, such the fact that he was on a public for a couple of weeks.
have been sorry to 5ee you come present sitting.
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public to the enormous graft in war
materials and in cantonment construction during the war by manuPRKHENTS
facters and contractors. Articles on
THE AMERICAN LEGION
"Who Got the Money." appearing
in the American Legion Weekly led
to prosecution of wartime grafters
by the Department of Justice.
Your American Legion membership entitles you to a free subscription to the American Legion Weekly
which keeps you in touch with what
other service men are thinking of.
The magazine has the third largest
circulation in the United States.
You will become a member of the
strongest organization of World War
fighters in the United States. The
Legion has many times more members than any
other group
n
veterans.
The American Legion's highes
WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN THE purpose is to insure that the ideab
AMERICAN LEGION AND HELP and traditions for which we fought
OTHERS TO BECOME MEM- may be preserved in our country
now and for all time to come.
BERS—BECAUSE
C.A.C.
FOOTBALL THE TEACHER
Your interest in the relief of your
Asheville Citizen
disabled comrades can only be expressed effectively through the LeHave you ever sat in the grandgion, since that organization has
written every bit of legislation stand or stood on the sidelines
adopted by Congress in their behalf. watching a college football game
Its influence succeeded in raising without receiving a thrill from r.
compensation for disabled men from perfectly completed forward pass or
Without stop$30 a month to $80, and training brilliant end run?
pay from $50 per month to $100. ping to analyze the work of eleven
It obtained the creation of the men making possible a gain?
One of the notion's greatest roocUnited States Veterans Bureau and
is checking its work for the dis- ball mentors says that a gain will
abled. Its National Service Division be made on every play that is prohas obtained more than $13, 000. perly executed. When a team fails
000 in claims for veterans, while its to gain, somebody bungled the play.
service divisions in nearly every
In the game of life, when an orstate and in almost every one of its ganization fails to gain in the busi11,000 posts, have furthered claims ness
world,
somebody
bungles.
against the governments from thou- With a proper organization,
all
sands of service men.
working together, you are never
Football, is
The American Legion has con- thrown for a loss.
ducted a fight for adjusted compen- truly a teacher of unity that will
sation for all who fought in the never be forgotten by the youth of
World War which is practically cer- the nation.
Have you ever seen a former
tain to result in success during thf
gridiron
star occupying a really low
next session of Congress.
place
in
the world of business?
The American Legion is fostering
and promoting patriotism.
It en- No. He learned his lesson of how
courages respect to the flag, obser- to gain on the football field.
John M. Thomas, President of
vance of patriotic holidays, classes
Jn citizenship, naturalization cere- Pennsylvania State College, thus demonies for the foreign-born and scribes football as a teacher.
Football fixes in every student the
other activities tending to encourage
spirit of fight and the will to win.
the love of our country.
In every community the American It is all a mistake to say that the
Legion is found building public men on the bleachers get no benelibraries, establishing community fit. They receive incalculable benegymnasiums, parks and swimming fit in the spirit that surges through
pools, assisting in the repair of them in the support of the team—
public roads, promoting the interests the spirit of determination and irof public schools and engaging in restible attack.
Football fuses the college into a
other unselfish tasks, for the good
unity.
Before the first big game
of the public.
each year, the college is only a mass
During the unemployment crisis
of individuals, but with the long
of 19 22, the American Legion asyell that greets the team for its big
sisted more than 700,000 veterans
fight, a new and living entity comes
to
obtain
jobs.
Employment
into being. In the game the soul of
agencies are regular features of Lethe college is awakened anew, and
gion posts.
Thousands of World
he is no man at all into whose heart
War fighters are placed in positions
the thrills of the contest do not
from day to day without charge.
send currents of devotion and loyalIn its program for advancement ty which will flow till his heart no
of education, the American Legion longer beats.
has conducted American Education
C.A.C.
Week observed in every community.
DISAPPOINTED
IN LOVE ATPermanent annual decoration of
TRACTIVE
YOUNG
MATRON
graves of 3 2,000 World War dead
HEADS FOR RENO
who lie in the cemeteries of Europe
BUDDY-IN-THE-BARREL

has been assured by the American
Legion, which is raising a tund of
$200,000 for this purpose.
The American Legion, believing
that the safety of our institutions
and democratic principles is threatened by the admittance to this country of the great hordes of immigrants from Europe, is conducting
a campaign to obtain the enactment
pf legislation providing for total
exclusion of immigration for a
period of five years during which
time there shall be an opportunity
to assimilate the foreigners and to
instruct them in regard to American
principles and ideals.
The American Legion aroused the

It is with deepest regret that we
learn of the plight of the good ship
Matrimony. Her pilot was unable
to steer her clear of the rocks of
jealousy which form the great reef
just outside the wedding harbor.
The captain and all hands on deck
went down with the ship, working
to the very last, in a. vain effort to
prevent the great tragedy.
Only two
survior were reported picked up by
rescuers and altho still alive they
are still in a dazed condition as a
result of the great shock which they
underwent.
These two survivors
were none other than Mr and Mrs
J. V. Verner. The bride before her

TIGER
recent wedding was the lovely Miss
Fredericka
Hortense
Smith
of
Charlotte, N. C. and Clemson College. Following, are the details of
the tragady which sent the matrimony to a watery grave.
Just a few nights after returning
from the honeymoon Mr. Verner
walked thru the sunken gardens
adjoining his palacial home. As he
was passing a thick growth of
shrubbery he sensed a conversation
in progress, just beyond him and on
the other side of the evergreens.
After a moment he recognized the
voice of his lovely bride.
Her breath appeared to be coming
in short
pants.
Listening
for
rhythmic, sympathetic and appealing
voice of a man imploring the lady
to forsake her husband and to fly
with him to an unknown land.
This was more than the gallant
hearted husband could stand. Busting upon tthe touching scene, Mr.
Verner was frozen in his tracks by
a combination of anger, jealousy,
contempt, and hopeless dispair.
Upon recognizing the villian Mr.
Verner was convinced that all efforts to prevent the breaking up of
his home were in vain.
In his
adversary he recognized a man who
was world famous as a theif of
maiden's hearts. In fact the ability
of this shieking individual had
been
previously
heralded
from
East to West and from North to
South. This famous "trumps of th.3
fates" was none other than "Sailor"
Norton who was recently returned
to our midst from Anapolis, Md.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
1706-1790

Printer, journalist, diplomat,
inventor, statesman, philosopher, wit. One of the authors of
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution,
author of Poor Richard's Almanack; and one of the most
eminent natural philosophers
of his time.

THWEE
Altho our heroine was evidently i
at fault her keen fiminine intuition |
prompted her to appeal to her husband's sense of mercy. This availed her nothing. Mr.Verner's love
for his wife had died suddenly of
diabetes.
Altho unforgiving in nature, Mr.
Verner, true to the noble instincts
of his forefathers dreaded to create
unpleasant publicity for a lady.
In view of this fact Mr. Verner
will leave shortly for Alaska, there
to try and forget his misery, in the
mystic land of nuggets.
With desertion as an excuse the
faithless wife intends to depart for
Reno, Nevada where such a desertion is considered sufficient grounds
for applying the legal can opener to
the soft metalic bonds of matrimony.
P. S. After the lapse of six months
Mr. Norton is expected to join Miss
Smith at Havana, Cuba.
—J. M. L.
C.A.C.—
CLEMSON MAN MARRIES.
The following announcement is
read with much interest:
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Leichiter
announce the marriage of their
daughter
Caroline Stone
to
Mr. Julian Cheighton Miller
on Wednesday, December the 25th,
nineteen hundred and twenty-three
Upper Black Eddy, Penn.
Mr. Miller graduated with the
class of '21, and is now county agent
for McCormick County, S. C.

COKER NEW INSTRUCTOR
AT CLEMSON COLLEGE

Clemson College, Jan. 6.— John
W. Coker, of Rock Hill, has been
appointed instructor in English by
President W. M. Riggs, to take up
the work of former Prof. L. A.
Sease, who died just before the
Christmas holidays. Mr. Coker, who
is a son of Prof. E. C. Coker, of
Winthrop College, is a graduate of
the University of North Carolina,
with both the A. B. and the A. M.
degrees. He was for a year a
teaching fellow in the University of
North Carolina and comes to Clemson College with the highest testimonials. He has also had experience in teaching in the public
schools of North Carolina.
—Greenville News.
C.A.C.
Dinner Stories
"Boys," said Sergeant Peck, one
day to a party of seniors he was
drilling, "I want yez to undherstand I'm wan iv the best fellas in
the world. Do ye all believe that?,"
"Yes, sergeant" answered all the
members of the reveille squad.
"That's all right.
I'm a rale
good fella except whin I'm on duty,
an' whin I'm on duty I'm a baste.
Isn't that right?"
"Yes," faintly
aimwered the
squad.
"That's all right too.
An' now
jist remimber, boys, I'm always on
duty."—Pearson's Weekly (London)

But nobody had
thought to do it
By bringing electricity down from the clouds
over a kite string, it was a simple thing
to prove that lightning was nothing more
than a tremendous electrical flash.
For centuries before Franklin flew his kite
in 1751 philosophers had been speculating
about the nature of lightning. With electrified globes and charged bottles, others had
evolved the theory that the puny sparks of
the laboratory and the stupendous phenomenon of the heavens were related; but
Franklin substituted fact for theory — by
scientific experiment.

Electrical machines
bearing the mark of the
General Electric Company, in use throughout
the world, are raising
standards of living by
doing the work of millions of men.

Roaring electrical discharges, man-made
lightning as deadly as that from the clouds,
are now produced by scientists in the Research Laboratories of the General Electric
Company. They are part of experiments
which are making it possible to use the
power of mountain torrents farther and farther from the great industrial centers.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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A famous zoologist claims that
elephants smell with their mounth.
We would be forced to say that we
think they smell all over.—Siren.

WISE
AND
OTHERWISE

BY SKINNY AND TOMMY
BREAKING THE NEWS
A Scotchman awoke one morning
to find that in the night his wife
had passed away. He leaped from
his bed and ran horror-stricken into the hall.
"Mary," he called downstairs to
the general servant in the kitchen,
"come to the foot of the stairs,
quick!"
"Yes, yes," she cried, "what is
it?" What is it?"
"Boil only one egg for breakfast
this morning!" he said.—Ex.
Hey -Jeck, taste thish shtuff, will
you?
Ho—Wow—what a kick! Tastes
like white mule.
Hey—Thash what I told that
druggisht.
He said it was wood
alcohol! Taste it again, and make
sure.—Juggler.
APPRECIATION
I wished to show her that chivalry
lingers;
She was a charmer both stately and
fair;
I pressed my lips to her nicotined
fingers;
I with much courtesy brought her
a chair.
I fetched a glass with a heart-thrilling tinkle;
I felt the touch of her cool fingertips
As she took the glass with her
eyes all a-twinkle,
And laughingly lifted it to her
red lips.
I was attentive—there's no denying,
They fall for it; Chivalry gets
'em—but
While I was thinking thus, I heard
her sighing;
"Please tell me, Gladys; is this
guy a nut?"
•—American Legion Weekly.

She pursued the poor fish with
baited breath.—Ex.
"What are you?" asked the donkey.
"A motor car," replied the flivver.
"What did you say f" asked the
donkey.
"I said I was a motor car." repeated the flivver.
"And I am a horse," said the donkey.—Ex.
Triolet.
was so dark—how should
know?
And she looked just like you;
I've met you there before and so—
It was so dark—how should I know
That you were standing just below,
Well, what else could I do?
It was so dark—how should I
know?
And she looked just like you!
—Ex.
It

Naughty-Naughty.
The sofa sagged in the center,
The shades were pulled just so.
The family had retired,
The parlor light burned low.
There came a sound from the sofa,
As the clock was striking two.
And the co-ed slammed her textbook
With a thankful, "Well, I'm about
through."—E'x.
She: Do you believe Bill's wife
is very fond of him?
He:
I don't know, but she offers him three burnt offerings daily.
■—Exchange.
Officer—Say, are you looking for
trouble?
Citizen—Yeah, you seen my wife?
—Junggler.

If Franklin caught the lightnin'
That fact should cause no wonder,
For scores of married men
Harry pointed to a preacher and
Have long been catching thunder.
asked his mother:
"Mamma, who
■—Exchange.
is that man?"
"Hush, darling that's the gentleJudge, to plaintiff under arrest
man that married me."
for stabbing a dog with a pitchHarry perplexed:
"Then what's fork:
"Well, why didn't you use
pa doing hanging around our house the other end of the pitchfork?"
all the time?"—Emory Wheel.
Plaintiff: "Well, why didn't the
dog come at me wHh the other
Rabbits multiply, but it takes a end?"—Ex.
snake to be an adder.—Flamingo.
Honor System Slogan
A fool there was and he stayed up
"United we stand, divided wo
late,
fall. Verily, we shall stick together.
Even as you and I,
Lost.
And all he did was proscrastinate,
Lost on or about December 31,
Even as you and I,
He left his work to meet its fate. 1923 in or around Riverside, S. C,
Until Exams made him hesitate. one Clemson class ring with initials
J. R. R. cut in same. Seen last on
The highest he got was 68,
young lady's finger between Chester
Even as you and I,
and Greenwood.
The young lady
A fool there was and he studied was though to have been in route
to D. W. W. C. Finder please relate,
turn to J. R. Reed, room 415 and
Maybe as you, not I,
receive reward.
He'd never loaf or dissipate,
Maybe as you, not I,
Jilted one- •"Away with women."
His Prof, he tried to imitate,
Jilted Too- -"Wish I had it.—SiAlibies he'd never relate,
ren.
The lowest he got was 98.
It might have been you, not I.
Ella: When someone kisses me, I
—Industrial Collegian. feel as though I had been struck
a blow—"
John is college bred.
Fella: "So you turn the other
Four year's loaf, I suppose.
check."
—Exchange.
Ella: ' 'No, I return blow for
Bill—Where do you g et
Fella:
"Let's fight. "- -Siren.
bath?
A New York dog has a wooden
Walter—In the spring.
I said leg, the fleas have a surprise comBill—Say, you walrus,
ing.—Ex.
"where," not "when."

"Do our frosh in the annex make
much disturbance?"
"The fat one don't make much
noise when they hit him, but the
thin one comes down stairs with an
awful crash. They're all right for
frosh."—Siren.
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tion, she could not use the front
COMING
door or her father would hear. So
she proceeded to "Slip Into
a James M. Barrie's Play "Dear
Bradley and Out of Doors." She
Brutus" In Chapel tSaturday,
had thought that "When Better
January 12 At 7:45 P. M.
Cars Are Built" he would bring
one but he came in "Just a Good
The play will be given by a local
Car." Her father was persuing her cast of characters under the direcbut she was "Seven Steps Ahead" i tion of Prof. T. C. Pakenham, much
so they got away free, even though | time and effort have been expended,
they were annoyed by bullets "Shot by both Prof. Pakenham and the
From Guns."
local cast, to give to this production
She gave him a drink from her such an interpretation as should apflask and he exclaimed, "Delicious peal to a college community. All
and Refreshing" and then, draining are urged to attend and thereby
the contents, remarked, "Good to encourage a worthy effort to furnthe Last Drop."
Believing that ish a clean and wholesome form of
"You Can't Go Wrong With Any amusement and interest.
Fiest Song" she started humming
The play is given under the
"I May Be Dead in a Crowd But sponsorship of the local D. A. R.
I'm Good for an Encore Alone!" and and the School Improvement Assothen strung him a line that was an ciation.
"Explosion of Pedigreed Bunk."
Admission:
Adults, 50 cents;
But he was strangely silent.
cadets and school children, 25 cents.
They reached the beach.
She
C.A.C.
could stand his unresponsiveness no
longer. She had learned from "How
Chapel
to Play Bridge" when to play her
Saturday, Jan. 12th 1924
trump card, so she said softly:
7:45
"Dearest, how unromantic you
"Dear Brutus,"
are tonight! Can't you be touched
A Comedy
by the caressing murmur of the
by
silver-tipped waves, shimmering in
J. M. Barrie
the clear, bright light of this gloriBy A Local Cast
ous moon, while this soft breeze.
Admission Adults 50 cents
wandering over the deserted beach,
Children & Cadets 25 cents
caresses your cheek and whisperr
CAC
unbidden thoughts into your ear?
Does not all this beauty move you?"
Squeedunk says:
The joke has
Softly he replied:
gone far enought. I am not really
"Yes.
Irresistably.
I must >e married.
moving."
Squeedunk says:
Don't forget
Walking with his slow firm tread
he stepped resolutely into the waves. that this is leap year.
Without ever looking back he walked ever deeper into the deep blue
Squeedunk says:
Govern yoursea. Finally his head went out of
sight, his hat tilted up and three self before you try to govern others.
bubbles rose to the surface.
A
C.A.C.
frolicksome young sardine dove
throught these
and
even
they
Why did the salt shake-er?
vanished.
BECAUSE—
Why did he go?
He saw the spoon hold-er.
"There's a Reason."
The potato mash-er.
She had not had her Iron that
The egg beat-er.
day.
-—Davidsonian
The dish wash-er.
The lemon squeez-er.
The can open-er.
He:
"Did you see Malcolm's
The nut crack-er.
baby sister?"
She:
"Oh, it's darling, is it a AND that was all right.
But when he saw—
girl or boy."
The cork GOOD - NIGHT! !
This was nearly as bad as asking

A Bed-Tthnc Story With a Moral
There was once upon a time a
beautiful young lady named Lotta
Miles who loved very greatly a
handsome gentleman, none other
than A. R. Row of collar fame. She
knew that he desired a "Home of
Beauty" and as she wanted a husband and believed that "Sooner or
Later You'll Own One," and, since
"Eventually, Why Not Now?" she
determined to "Satisfy."
So, as "An Investment in Good
Appearance," she set about, with
"The Spirit of Youth," to cultivate
"That Schoolgirl Complexion." She
also spent "15 Minutes a Day" reading "The Sheik" and "Three Weeks"
to improve "That Neglected HalfInch" above her eyebrows. "Naturally," she was soon bubbling over
with "Wit, Humor and Philosophy."
As a further extravagance she
brought a copy of the "Blue Book
of Etiquette" and learned that if
one is troubled by peas sliding from
the knife, they may be mixed with
potatoes and eaten with perfect
ease.
Finally, disregarding "That Danger Zone," he 'phoned her and asked
for a date to see Nita Naldi in
"Neglected Husbands."
But she
elected to "Fight That Film," 30
he suggested, "Go to the Beach for
Health."
Finally, the night fell but she
'Dodg'd" and began to prepare for
her "Dromedary."
She applied a
"New Skin" of "The Varnish That
Won't Turn White" and "Is Simply
Perfect for Any Com plexion" because it "Hasn't Scratched Yet." She
had tried "57 Varieties" and she
knew. Her father's bootlegger had
just bought "A Quart of 'Oil'" with
"A Flavor You Can't Forget" so
she put some in her flask so that
they might "Enjoy Thirst."
There being great need for cau- Cook, W. C. his initials.

a

What a difference
just a few cents make P

C.A.C.
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THE

INTERESTING PACTS
ABOUT CLEMSON
(Continued from Page One.)

2.
Teaching
(a)
Clemson has a faculty of
83 members.
(b)
Clemson has students pursuing 15 courses leading to B. S.
and M. S. degrees, and maintains
also 3 short courses. Its graduates
hold prominent positions as agriculturists, engineers, chemists, architects, etc.
(c)
The attendance upon the
1923 Summer School was 591 students, and the attendance in the
regular session 1922-23 up to December 1st. was 1,049, a total of
1,640.
3.
Cost of Education
(a)
The cost of education at
Clemson is low.
Without scholarships or help from the R. O. T. C.
the" total necessary cost, including
board, lodging, uniforms, laundry,
books, medical and all other fees,
is approximately $1.00
per day
during the session. For those who
pay tuition, $40.00 for the session
must be added.
(b)
Clemson offers 219 scholarships worth each $100.00 and free
tuition.
(c)
Membership in the R. O. T.
C. is worth to a student during his
four years in college approximately
$234.00.
4.
Religious Life.
(a)
Clemson has the finest Y.
M. C. A. building in the South, a
building that could not be duplicated for $150,000.00.
(b)
Clemson appropriates more
money annually for religious work
among the students than probably
any other college in South Carolina,
either state or denominational.
It
pays part salary of the four resident
ministers, and of the Y. M. C. A.
Secretary.
(c) Clemson has 2 2 more Babtist
boys in attendance than Furman
University; only 3 5 fewer Methodist
boys than Wofford; and only 9
fewer Presbyterian boys than P. C.
The total of these three denominations at Clemson is 898.
(d)
86.2% of the present cadet
corps are members of the church;
590 of them belongs to Bible Study
classes in barracks; and 13 6 tn
morning prayer groups.
(e)
Clemson has its own hymn
books for daily chapel service and
the cadet corps knows more hymns
and sings them better than any
other student body in South Carolina.
5. Athletics.
(a)
In Riggs Field and in Bowman Field Clemson has over 15
acres available for athletic practice;
the largest area for this purpose iu
the Sou
(!') InV1923 Clemson played 25
intercollegiate contests
in South
Carolina, wMnnm6' twenty-four and
tying one.
3 in football, Clemson
(c) In 19
scored on Center and
tied Auburn,
Iwon all other games,
Vl
P. I., and
South Carolina.
in
and out of
Clemson made the
W In 192.'
against colleges in
folio wing scores^
s
°uth Carol
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EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION
Gold Coast, West Africa; led the
C.A.C.
line of thought for the conference.
Words fail us to express ourselves
This fact will also indicate the na- THE SEASONS
for the many acts of kindness and
ture of the immensity of the gatherDEBUTANTE DANCE consideration shown and the words
ing.
of sympathy while our boy was sick
Subjects
such as
these
were
here at his home
in
Walhalla,
66
12 disucssed—The Race Problem; War,
The followers of Terpsichore were Greenville, and in the city of BaltiBaseball
International Relations, the Econ- delightfully entertained on last Mon- more. We wish especially to thank
C. A. C.
8—Furman
0 omical and Industrial Problem, and
day evening by Miss Kitty Esterling, the officers and students at ClemC. A. C.
3—Furman
0 the Youth Movement.
It might be the debutante of the season in her son College, the many kind friends
C. A. C.
6—Furman
1 interesting to know that 47 discushome on "C" company Boulevard. in Greenville and Baltimore and as
C. A. C.
3—Furman
3 sions groups led by students and
The guests of honor were Mr. W. well as those at Walhalla and other
C. A. C.
2—Erskine
0 recent graduates were provided for Hoyt Wooten,
an
accomplished parts of Oconee County for their
C. A. C.
4—Erskine
0 forum discussions, and 41 of these young eligible from "F" company, every kindness during those dark
C. A. C. 17—P.C
1 4 7 groups chose the race problem and Miss Lucretia McCarley, an hours.
C. A. C.
4—Newberry
3 for discussion. The writer had thfl attractive young visitor from "D"
May God's richest blessing rest
C. A. C.
3—Newberry
0 pleasure of being in a group that
upon each and every one is our
company.
C. A. C.
5—Citadel
3 had representatives from a dozen
Nothing that would add to the de- prayer.
or more races.
The discussion
Mr. & Mrs R. H. Alexander &
light and amusement of the guests
55
11 groups were marked by frank disFamily
was omitted.
The reception room
Basketball
cussion and the Christian spirit.
C.A.C.
was brilliantly lighted by the imC. A. C. 27—Carolina
19 Every
race
and
color
spared
ported chandeliers on "C" company
C. A. C. 23—Furman
14 nothing to speak just what was in
hall. The floors, which were polishC. A. C. 2 5—Furman
18 their minds.
War also occupied
ed to a mahogany brightness, furnishC. A. C. 28^Chas. College
7 the front ranks of thought.
One
ed an ideal place for the dance.
C. A. C. 32—P. C
5 meeting was held in direct disoThis, together with the "C" comC. A. C. 27—P. C
7 bedience to the official management
pany string orchestra, better known
of the conference in order to
as the "Dixie Devils," who furnished
72 discuss war, indicating the keen
162
music of the latest jazziest type,
Track
interest and concern in this imporproduced an atmosphere althogether
State Meet.
tant international problem.
adapted to making this the social
C. A. C. —108
Another very interesting feature triumph of the season.
The mem.12
Carolina—37—Wofford
of the conference was the exhibit. bers of the orchestra were dressed
It was sort of a visual allegory. in evening Tuxedoes made especially
6. Miscellaneous.
The centre of the exhibit was called for the occasion by the William C.
(a)
In
addition
to
athletics
the Court of Life.
This court Rowland Company.
Clemson has the following lines of
presented five North Americans and
Promptly at seven, the caller,
students activity:
five nationals of other lands.
On
Mr. J. L. Sutherland, called the
5 Literary Societies.
all sides of this court were alleyPartners on the floor; the orchestra
3 Student Publications,
ways bounded on both sides by
then struck up a weird oriental
3
Dancing Clubs.
every kind of poster.
At the rear
tune, and soon the graceful bodies
5 Scientific Societies.
end of the building slides showing
(b)
Clemson has the largest inof the dancers were swaying to the
scenes of many foreign countries
fantry unit in the Advanced Course
lilt of the exquisit music.
This
were shown. Hour after hour could
continued dance after dance, and
R. O. T. C. of any college in the
interestingly be spent in looking
before anyone realized it the time
United States.
over this marvelous exhibit.
(An
was fast drawing to a close.
The
(c)
Clemson is
rated
as
a
outline of the exhibit can be seen at
"Distinguished
Military
College"
hostess then served punch, which
the Y.)
was highly flavored with vanilla,
by the War Department of the
Anyone who could sit throught
and cakes. The guests were favored
United States.
all the assemblies and listen to the
(d) Clemson is a true democracy, great speeches, and take part in the with three more dances before the
in which all cadets dress alike, eat discussion groups, and not be moved time came for their departure—
Then with many
at the same table, live in the same with awe surely must be immoveable. then Long Roll.
barracks, and are all subject to The spirit of the conference was "Thanks for a pleasant evening"
and sad good byes, the guests dethe same privileges and the same irresistible.
If it failed to get one
parted
for their several homes.
restraints.
A cadet can attain dis- the first day or two, it would captiAmong the distinguished guests
tinction only as he is able to do vate one later.
As some speaker
Count W. Hoyt
something better than his fellow said, "God seemed to be standing present were:
student. A boy from the humblest in the midst of the great assembly.' Wooten with Lady Popsie Outz
home in South Carolina has an He was so near that He could al- Poole; Baron J. L. Sutherland with
petite Majoria Pruitt; Baroness of
equal chance at Clemson with the most be
felt.
His
great
Spirit
Roseboro;
Duke J.
Buckingham
sons of rich and prominent parents. dominated the Conference.
Cross with the delightful and beautiThis bulletin covers every departPractically all of the South Caroment of Clemson College. Students lina delegates boarded their pullman ful Sonia Lander, Duchess of Lanshould keep it for,reference; alumni for Indianapolis at Spartanburg on caster; Lord E. Knute McCormac
—Most Anything You Wjtnt.
should read and study it for infor- the afternoon of December 27th. with "chic" Lady McCarley; Count
mation; and the parents of boys' By the time we left Asheville the J. Dryden Burley with Countess H.
But even such an
who are preparing for college edu- entire train was composed of dele- Astoria Brown.
cation should study it and decide gates from various parts of the affair as this was not with wallflowers; and the walls were graced
as to whether or not Clemson is South.
We
reached
Cincinnatti
with such distinguished characters
the right place to send their boy. about noon on the 2 8th.
There
This bulletin fills a long-felt need, we were shifted to the Big Four as Miss Tommy Gilbertia Jackson,
and it is very valuable information Railroad tracks which landed us in an attractive young belle from "B"
for anyone interested in the de- Indianapolis that afternoon about company, with Mr. L. Darrell Smith,
better
known
as
"Littleone".
velopment of Clemson and the pro- 4 o'clock.
On our way back the
motion of education.
E. L. S. Special stopped in Cincinnatti for Captian H. B. Dominick, World War
hero; Mr. R. A. F. Reddick, Shiek
C.A.C.
a day.
There we visited the Zoo,
of "B" company; and last but not
the Pottery, The Museum and other
STUDENT VOLUNTEER
least, Lieutenant T. W. Davis and
places of interest. We boarded the
CONFERENCE SUCCESS train 6:15 P. M. and landed in J. V. Verner well known figures in
military circles.
about 4 o'clock.
(Continued From Page One.)
The men wore full evening dress
The fellowship on the train was
and the decisions reached represent
suits, Lady Poole was most suitably
enjoyed
by
all.
Frequent
Watch
world thought, and must be recogattired in black poshanara crepe,
nized as a cross section of what the Services were held, and singing was
to the front quite often, and all the modeled on straight lines. Baroness
entire world is thinking about.
Pruitt was most beautifully bedeckThe line-up of speakers was as time social activities were in proed in a model of white georgette
good as can be secured for such a gress. Many friends were made all
crepe over a foundation of silk. Her
Neatly combed, well-kept hair is a
great assemble as this conference over the South.
business and social asset.
Clemson was represented at the hair was caught with a wreath of
was.
Such men as John R. Mott.
STACOMB makes the hair stay combed
mistletoe.
Duchess Sonia Lander
in any style you like even after it has
General Secretary of the Interna- conference by, Theo Vaughan, M. B.
just been wash-si.
was attractively gowned in dress of
tional Committee Y. M. C. A; Dr. Brissie, C. J. McGrew, E. C. Stewart,
STACOMB—the original—has been
blue chiffon velvet with a touch of
Sherwood Eddy;
Dr. Robert E. W. T. Linton, B. W. Freeland, W. A.
used for years by stars of stage and
gray
trimming.
Countess
H.
Astoria
screen—leaders
of style. Write today
Speer; Arthur Rough; Robert P. Hambright, "Maggie" Bryant of the
for free trial tubs.
Brown wore a long flowing gown
class
of
'16,
Holtzy
and
Robbie.
Wilder,
General
Secretary
and
Tubes—35c Jars—75c
men about the of gold, with bewitching gold satin
founder of the Student Volunteer Ask any of these
Insist on STACOMB—in the black,
slippers
to
match.
Her
graceful
It was
the
biggest
Movement of North America; Rev. conference.
yellow and gold package.
For sale at your dnaggist or wherever
Unanimously shoulders were clad with a wrapper
Cannon
Woods
of
Cambridge, event of their lives.
toilet goods *« sold.
England; Hon. Newton W. Rowell they say that they wouldn't have of ermine trimmed with eiderdown.
Standard Laboratories, Inc.
The only event to mar the pleas750 Stanford Avfnue L<w Angeles, California
of Canada; Prof. Andres Osuna, missed the conference for anything.
ure of the evening was that Mr.
Send coupon for Fr«« Trial Tub*.
CAC ■
Governor of State of Tamaulipas,
Misses Mary Robertson, Eleanor Gene Parker, an old alumnus of "C"
Mexico; Rev. Toyohike Kagawa of
company, and his forty dollar overJapan; Rev. Andrew T. Dass of Ravennel, Sara McHugh, Jessie Mat■ fr«« trial tab*.
coat, was not there to share in the
India; Rev. Bhaskar
Hivale
of thews and Mattie Pickett have repleasures of the evening.
India; Dr. Ching Yi Cheng of China; turned to Winthrop, after spending
A*fe*
—Rendered by A Knight Rider
the
holidays
with
their
parents.
Rev. J. E. K. Aggery (Negro) of

C.
C.
C.
at C.

valued on
June
30,
1923,
52,198,970.27.
(b)
Clemson has 1,564 acres at
Clemson; 200 at Florence; and 600
at Summerville.
(c)
Clemson's total activities,
including Public State Work, Cadet
Fund, etc., for the last fiscal year
entailed an expenditure of $1,445,
389.48.
(d)
Clemson Colege is not only
a college, but a great public service
corporation, having charge of practically every activity in South Carolina which has an agricultural background.
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Football

A.
A.
A.
A.

C. 32—Newberry —
C.
7—Carolina
C. 20—P. C
C.
7—Furman

0
6
0
6

DON'T

eat peanuts with your eyes,
Judge by flavor, not by size.

Snowttut

Salted Peanuts

"The dainty, delicious kind"

MOTHER'S
COOKING

Visit
CLINT TAYLOR'S
LUNCH STAND
Hot Dogs — Dogs Hot
Cigan,
Cigarettes,
Soft Drinks,
Milks,
Sandwiches,
Candy,

COME ONCE, AND
YOU'LL COME AGAIN

'nrufty irair

SIX
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INTERESTING LETTER
FROM GLEMSON CHAP,
John Klonke, '23 Tells Work Of
The Schenectady—Pittsfield Chapter Clemson Alumni—Enthusiasm
Prevails Among Old Tiger
Among the interesting letters that
come from Clemson alumni and
alumni groups is one from "Johnny"
Klenke, class of '23, secretary of
the Pittsfield—Schenectady chapter
Clemson alumni. These letters are
always full of interest to Tiger
readers because of their interest in
what the alumni are doing and how
they are doing it. Some valuable
suggestions come to us thru such
sources and we receive all such with
open arms so to speak, because they
come from our brothers who have
gone out ahead of us. This letter
is published thru the courtesy of
Dr W. M. Riggs:
Dr. W. M. Riggs,
Clemson College, S. C.
Dear Dr. Riggs:
Clemson men employed at the
Pittsfield and Schenectady works
met Saturday night at the banquet
table and elected new officers and
arranged for a very active year.
The following were elected: W. P.
White, class of 1906, President;
John Klenke, '23 Secretary; and .T.
P. Voight, Treasurer.
As secretary I was asked to write
and inform you of the meeting and
that
the
Schenectady—Pittsfield
Chapter wants to place its members
at your disposal for any service
they may render in behalf of the
college.
I was agreeably surprised to notice
the enthusiasm displayed by the old
men. Those fellows from Pittsfield
drive over in cars and back again
and it was very cold.
They are
coming back here the middle of next
month in the same manner for another meeting.
We are to hold
one meeting every month.
The members made several suggestions and since they will be of
interest to you I am writing to tell
of them. The President wants me
to write the Tiger and have the
Editor publish and account of our
meeting and the members suggested
that the alumni send in letters to
the Tiger every month or so telling
of what the men are doing and
where they are located so that their
old friends at college may be able
to keep up with them. They also
suggested that each Chapter make
an effort to collect the alumni
dues of every Clemson man in their
section and send it in to the secretary at Clemson. I feel sure that
the Schenectady—Pittsfield Chapter
will be able to report 100 per cent
paid up membership in the next
month or so.
Mr Dominick of the transformer
engineering department at Pittsfield
suggested that I write and a",i you
if it was possible to teach the students at Clemson a method of going about preparing their lessons so
that they would get the most out of
it for the time actually put in studying. It seems that he has made a
study of it in talking to the test
men and he thinks they do not get
as much out of their time spent in
studying in their rooms as they
would if some time was given to
this matter.
Another member suggested that it
would help all of the men who
graduate if they were given a number of lectures on plain table manners and others on how a man
should act when going up for an
interview or talking with some of
the officials in the works. At the
present time, notices are on bulletin
boards in the testing departements
telling the test men that they should
go around the works and into the
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offices of the big men and make
themselves acquainted and learn
something about how his department is operated. I feel sure that
very few of our boys would do that
but test men from the larger colleges in the East don't hesitate
about it. We were told that the
heads of departments would welcome a visit from all test men and
would be glad to talk to us, yet I
don't know of any Clemson men who
have taken them up.
There were 24 present at the
meeting last night. All of the new
men are getting along fine and seem
to be well pleased with their work.
All of us who came up after July 1
were placed on construction and
assembly work for a period ranging
from 8 to 12 weeks, but all learned
a great deal and no kick was to be
heard from any of the fellows.
An examination is being conducted now for the test men of the class
of 1923. They are held in group3
every Monday morning, the first
having been held the j>ast Monday
and the second today. The idea is
to determine just what, kind of
courses the different technical colleges offer that have men on test
here.
Best wishes and kind personal
regards,
Sincerely,
John Klenke
618 Chapel Street
Schenectady, N. Y.
We are quick to realize the value
of this letter to Clemson students
when we think how true certain
parts of it are in connection with
the suggestions in regard to studying and in regard to table manners.
We realize also that Clemson men
are more or less negligent when it
comes to finding out something
about the other departments. We
notice that even here at Clemson.
It is our wish that other alumni
chapters may send us interesting
letters like the above and that they
may
organize
themselves
into
groups that will make the splendid
reports
that
come
from
the
Schenectady.—Pittsfield Chapter.
—E. H. H.
C.A.C.
TIGER FOOTBALL, HISTORY
REVEALS SOME GREAT
TEAMS AT CLEMSON
(Continued From Page One.)
other undefeated year, but three
tie games were played that year.
That great eleven of 1900 won
six victories, piling up 222 points
to their opponents 10. Thirty-five
points or more were scored on each
of the following teams: Georgia,
Alabama, Carolina, and Davidson.
Twenty-one
points
were
made
against Wofford and twelve against
V. P. I., with five points each.
The
following
year
Clemson
made the largest score it has ever
piled up—122 points against Guilford. Games were also won from
Georgia and Carolina.
Tennessee
tied Clemson, and V. P. I. succeeded
in handing the Tigers a defeat.
In 1902 Hope Sadler captained
one of the lightest, and possibly the
fastest Tiger eleven ever assembled.
The speedy team suffered defeat at
the hands of the Carolina Gamecock,
but won impressive victories over
the formidable list of opponents
consisting of North Carolina State,
Georgia Tech, Purman, Georgia,
Auburn, Tennessee. The net score
for the season was Clemson 152
Opponents 22.
Fritz Furtick and Derrick, two of
the famed star's of Clemson's football history, Furtick being considered by many the greatest gridiron
man who ever wore the moleskin
war-togs of Clemson, began their
careers in 1903. This 1903 team
vanquished Georgia Tech, Georgia,
anc? Davidson, was tied by Cumberland Universtity, and lost to North
Carolina.
A wealth of young material poured in during 1904 and 1905. This
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material furnished formidable teams
in these years, and developed into
the wonderful machine of 1906.
During 1904 and 1905 the Tigers
won six games, tied two, and lost
five.
Nineteen hundred and six
again saw an
undefeated
Tiger
eleven.
This was probably the
greatest defensive team Clemson
has ever had. Four points by Auburn were the only tallies counted
against Clemson that season. This
team was also known as the "tie
team" because of the fact that they
played' three scoreless ties with V.
P. I., North Carolina State, and
Davidson.
The 19 07 machine had the distinction of being the heaviest team
in Tiger history. The line averaged
19 6 pounds from tackle to tackle.
Coles and McFadden, the ends, were
the only two comparatively light
men on the team, and they made up
for that with a bewildering speed-.
The team this yeaar, though not
quite up to the standards of the
"golden age" just past, was nevertheless a good team which won four
games and lost three.
Following the great period in the
early 1900's came a period of darkness on the Tiger record.
The
"Pendleton Guards," a famous crew
of three hundred Clemson students
who walked away from college and
went to Pendleton on April Fool's
Day, 1908, were expelled from college; and with them went most of
the athletes.
This, together with
other causes, gavt: Clemson her
darkest period of football history.
During this time some good teams
were turned out, but they failed to
cope with the leaders of the South
who had been previously bowing to
the mighty Tiger.
In 1913 another strong team, led
by such stars as Jule
Carson,
"Dopie" Major, "Rummy" Magill,
and Bill Schilletter, made a good
record, although loosing to Teen,
Georgia, Auburn, and Alabama.
The game with Georgia was the sensation of the year. Bob McWhorter,
one of the famous backs of Dixie
gridiron history, led the "Bulldogs"
in a thrilling battle wherein they
overcame Clemson in the last few
minutes of play by a score of 18 to
15. Bill Schilletter was considered
the best tackle in the South this
year.
Another good team in 1914 defeated all the South Carolina teams
and also Georgia and V. M. I., although they lost Tech, Auburn, and
Tennessee.
The next two years
saw teams which held their own in
this state, but won only one game
outside, that from Tennessee.
Clemson seemed to be rising
back to her old place in the sun in
1917.
"Dutch" Wiehl, "Serge"
Poole, "Fish" Witsell, and "Mutt"
Gee, led this team which piled goodly scores on the state teams,overran Florida 5 5 to 7, and held Auburn to one touchdown. "Mutt"
Gee was practically unamiously
chosen for all-Southern center, and
he is • one of the most aggressive
pivot men ever seen in Dixie.
The war and the S. A. T. C. interfered with athletics in 1918, but
Clemson had a good team anyway.
Two games were played with army
cantonments,
Camp
Sevier
and
Camp Hancock team, composed of
wonderful players, many of them
ail-American men, from various
Eastern colleges, was among the
best teams which have ever appeared at Clemson. They defeated the
Tigers 6 6 to 13.
Another good year followed the
war. The Tigers tied with Furman
for the state title, played a scoreless tie with Georgia, beat Tennessee
two touchdowns, held Auburn to one
touchdown, and threw an awful
scare into the supporters of Georgia
Tech by holding the Golden Torndo
scoreless in the first half. Although
the Jackets smoked up in the second
half and won 28 to 0, three hundred

Clemson cadets who had made the
trip to Atlanta that year for the
game, felt that their trip had been
well worth while.
Between the
halves of that game, when the Tech
boys gave their "Rambling Wreck"
song, the Tigers rooters retaliated
with, "Who's a Wreck?" "Georgia
Tech."
A disastrious year came in 1920,
when Clemson was able to win only
from Erskine, Newberry, and Wofford and to tie Presbyterian College.
Another poor year came in 1921.
The bright lights of this year were
the smashing victory over P. C,
the tie game with Furman, and the
inauguration of the Clemson-Centre
series, in which "Doc" Stewart's
team held the brilliant Colonels to
two touchdowns.
A turn back upward came in
1922, although the record that year
was not particularly good.
The
Center game on Riggs' Field was
one of the classics of the South,
and the Tigers gave a terrific
battle to the Praying Colonels.
Pat Harmon scored on Georgia
Tech with a great run, but Tech won
21 to 7. Furman defeated Clemson
after the Tigers had beaten Carolina
and Carolina had beaten Furman.
This left the state race in a triple
tie.
Another successful season was
played in 1923.
Coach
"Bud"
Saunders, coming to Tigertown for
his first season, with prospects not
looking particularly bright, set 'to
work and developed the greatest Tiger eleven of recent years. In the
first game of the season Clemson
showed a powerful team by outdoing Auburn in a scoreless tie
game on Riggs' Field. The games
against Clemson's two traditional
South Carolina rivals, Carolina and
Furman, resulted in Tiger victories
by the score of 7 to 6 in each game,
although Clemson decidely outplayed her opponents in both the State
Fair game at Columbia and the
Thanksgiving game in Greenville.
The only two defeats of the season
were administered by Centre antf
V. P. I. Both of these are among
the leading powers of Dixie Gridiron-dom, but they had a tough job
in beating the Tigers. Bratton Williams, by his catapulting through
the line, scored on both teams.
With nine out of fourteen Block-C
men returning next fall, with the

magnetic leadership and brilliant
playing and kicking
of
Charlie
Robinson, Captain-elect, and with
Coach
"Bud"
Saunders
more
familiar with conditions here, the
Tigers expect to have a great team
in 1924.
•
—W. W. B.
C.A.C.
CLEMSON ALUMNUS CAPT.
NEPTUNE ASS'N.
Capt. Daniel A. J. Sullivan Elected
By Sea Captains To Office Of
Honor
Capt. Daniel A. J. Sullivan, class
of '0 2, was elected President of the
Neptune Association at the annual
election on Dec. 31, 1923 in the
organizations national headquarters,
21 Pearl Street, New York City..
More than a thousand votes were
cast, the majority of which were
sent by mail from masters at sea.
Capt. H. A. Cunningham, commander of theGeorge Washington,
was elected first Vice President
and Capt. W. J. Rague, second Vice
President.
Capt. Sullivan began his career in
'02. During the war he first had the
rank of ensign but rose to the rank
of Lieutenant Commander while on
the United States Steamship Cristabel. He received the Congressional
Medal of Honor for his conduct
during an encounter with two submarines.
The office to which Capt. Sullivan
was elected carries with it much
honor and Clemson students may bj
justly proud of such of a distinguished alumnus from our Alma
Mater. -Capt. Sullivan was a visitor
on our campus during last commencement.
—E. H. H.
C.A.C.
Newton Brackett has returned to
the Charleston Medical College, after several weeks visit to his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Brackett.
C.A.C.

Cleaning and Pressing
Bring lour Work to The

Old Reliable
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
PRESSING CLUB

"WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
1024 Race St., Phila., Pa.
Uniforms and Equipment for
Military Schools and Colleges
Send for Catalog, Samples and Prices
WE UNIFORM AND EQUIP CLEMSON."

SLOAN BROS.
We do not sell all the good
Goodi In tows, BUT what
WE DO 8BLL ARE GOOD.
• • • '•
Root. Barns Oigars,
XwasaBr'a Candy,
Wffn— Fountain Pans,
Arrow Shirt* and Oallara,
Knitted and Military Ttee,
Khaki

Wool

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two days
required.
RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
f<
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS
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